OIX GATEWAY NORFOLK VA SUCCESSFUL PROCESSING REPORT:
Naval Air Training Command Reserve Component Aviator Selection

TRARON TWO EIGHT CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON TWO MILTON FL
TRARON TWO ONE KINGSVILLE TX
TRARON TWO SEVEN CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON TWO TWO KINGSVILLE TX
USS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
USS DWIGHT D EISENHOWER
USS GEORGE WASHINGTON
USS HARRY S TRUMAN
USS JOHN C STENNIS
USS RONALD REAGAN
USS THEODORE ROOSEVELT
VAQRON ONE FOUR ONE
VAQRON ONE FOUR TWO
VAQRON ONE FOUR ZERO
VAQRON ONE THREE EIGHT
VAQRON ONE THREE FIVE
VAQRON ONE THREE FOUR
VAQRON ONE THREE NINE
VAQRON ONE THREE SEVEN
VAQRON ONE THREE SIX
VAQRON ONE THREE THREE
VAQRON ONE THREE TWO
VAQRON ONE THREE ZERO
VAQRON TWO ZERO NINE
COMNAVAIRESCOM PATUXENT RIVER MD
COMCARAIRWING DET ATSUGI JA
COMCARAIRWING EIGHT
COMCARAIRWING ELEVEN
COMCARAIRWING FIVE
COMCARAIRWING FOURTEEN
COMCARAIRWING NINE
COMCARAIRWING ONE
COMCARAIRWING SEVEN
COMCARAIRWING SEVENTEEN
COMCARAIRWING THREE
COMCARAIRWING TWO
COMCARSTRIKEFORSEVENTHFLT
COMCARSTRKGRU FOUR
COMCARSTRKGRU TWO
COMCARSTRKGRU FOR
COMCARSTRKGRU SEVENTHFLT
COMCARSTRKGRU EIGHT
COMCARSTRKGRU FIFTEEN
COMCARSTRKGRU FIVE SURFMO YOKOSUKA JA
COMCARSTRKGRU FOUR
COMCARSTRKGRU ONE
COMCARSTRKGRU TWO DET ALFA
PATRON EIGHT
PATRON FIVE
PATRON FOUR
PATRON FOUR FIVE
PATRON FOUR SEVEN
PATRON FOUR SIX
PATRON FOUR ZERO
PATRON NINE
PATRON ONE
PATRON SIGONELLA IT
PATRON SIX NINE
PATRON SIX TWO
PATRON SIXTEEN
PATRON TEN
PATRON THREE ZERO
PATRON TWO SIX
SPEC PROJ PATRON ONE JACKSONVILLE FL
SPEC PROJ PATRON TWO KANEHOE BAY HI
STRKFITRON EIGHT ONE
STRKFITRON EIGHT SEVEN
STRKFITRON EIGHT SIX
STRKFITRON EIGHT THREE
STRKFITRON ELEVEN
GENTEXT/REMARKS/

1. Per reference (a), the Naval Air Training Reserve Component Commander will convene a Selected Reserve Naval Aviator and Selected Reserve Naval Flight Officer Selection Board on 21-22 March 2019. The board will select instructor pilots for the following aircraft and training air wings: T-45 at TW-1 and TW-2; T-6 and T-44 at TW-4; T-6 and TH-57 at TW-5; T-6 and T-45 at TW-6. This board will select Naval Flight Officers for the T-45 VMTS and VT-4's Multi-crew Simulator (MCS) mission at TW-6. Selection of eligible candidates is based upon "best and fully qualified."

2. All applicants shall have an approved separation letter prior to the board. All applicants should be capable of affiliation within 6 months after this selection board's convene date to be eligible. Selections will be based on best qualified with previous instructor experience in the training command or FRS and currency in NATRACOM aircraft type/model being highly desirable.

3. Aviation officers from other services whose qualifications are equitable to Naval Aviator or Naval Flight Officer designations are welcome to apply but must have completed an Inter-Service Transfer Pre-screening Questionnaire with the regional Navy Reserve Officer Recruiter prior to applying to the CNATRA RC ASB. Point of contact is NCC John Oestereicher; OfficerNavet.fct@navy.mil; (901) 874-7653.

4. A sample application letter and required enclosures can be viewed/downloaded on the CNATRA Reserve Component web page at https://www.cnatra.navy.mil/reserves/ (all lower case) or from ref (a). Reference (a) can be found on the web at https://www.cnatra.navy.mil/local/docs/instructions/3740.8.pdf. The application must include fitness reports from previous five years not previous five FITREPs.

5. Application deadline is close of business, Friday, 01 Mar 2019. Preferred method to submit application packages is to be sent electronically (single scanned PDF format preferred) via Army Research Laboratory Safe Access File Exchange (ARL SAFE) https://safe.arl.army.mil/. CAC login is not required to use this service. Upload files and input to applicable Training Wings points of contact listed below. If sending application electronically is not possible, send application packages (via USPS, FedEx or UPS):

Training Air Wing One
Reserve Component (Code N00R1)
101 Fuller Road, Suite 250
Meridian, MS 39309
Email POC: richard.b.ray@navy.mil
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Or: Training Air Wing Two
Reserve Component (Code N00R1)
614 McCain Street, Suite 301
Kingsville, TX 78363-5038
Email POC: geoffrey.dick@navy.mil

Or: Training Air Wing Four
Reserve Component (Code N00R1)
245 5th Street
Corpus Christi, TX 78419-5242
Email POC: brad.wooster@navy.mil

Or: Training Air Wing Five
Reserve Component (Code N00R1)
7480 USS Enterprise Street
Milton, FL 32570-6017
Email POC: matthew.mcdermott@navy.mil

Or: Training Air Wing Six
Reserve Component (Code N00R1)
390 San Carlos Road, Suite C
Pensacola, FL 32508-5509
Email POC: jerrod.redford@navy.mil

6. When applying to multiple TRAWINGs, the applicant must email or send a complete application package to the POC for each TRAWING listed in paragraph 2a of the applicant's application letter. Late or incomplete packages will not be considered by the selection board. Packages will be destroyed when no longer required by the board.
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